We study the performance of remote file system access in a cluster environment. 
Introduction
In this paper, we discuss issues regarding the performance of file servers, focusing on the cost of the remote file access protocol used, as well as the underlying communication subsystem. We will concentrate on our own lightweight replacement of the Network File System (NFS [12] ), which streamlines performance by being more specialized.
The goal of this paper is to evaluate the room for improvements over NFS through alternative designs. Several papers such as [6] , [3] and [9] have already presented various efforts at analyzing, tuning and optimizing NFS performance. By removing the constraint of compatibility with NFS, we can experiment further and develop a quicker prototype. Also by specializing with high-bandwidth, lowlatency protocols over Myrinet such as GM [10] , we can benefit from the performance gain of these protocols over IP.
We do not address here the problem of distributing data on several nodes (see Section 2.2 for a few reference on that issue). We restrict ourselves to the problem of exporting one file system on a server machine to make it available to a number of clients, focusing especially on communication performance for this task. For that purpose, we propose our functional replacement of NFS called ORFA (Optimized Remote File system Access), which shows what performance gains are possible by releasing several constraints which do not fit a cluster environment : replacing a portable network stack like IP by some dedicated message passing system like GM and BIP [11] , removing the support of heterogeneous nodes and limiting fault tolerance handling.
Several steps have been taken to isolate factors independent of the protocol in overall performance. While the ORFA protocol may be generally used to export a local file system to remote client machines, we have also implemented it on top of a specialized memory file system. The paper will be organized as follows, we first describe the state of the art in Section 2. We then present ORFA architecture in Section 3, while Section 4 will focus on various benchmarks on our test platform. Before concluding, we will discuss the future perspectives of this work in Section 5.
State of the Art

The Network File System
The Network File System is based on a client module that is considered as a new file system in the client host. A server module on the server host processes requests from the clients through its local file systems. NFS requests are based on Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) while the eXternal Data Representation standard (XDR) is used to deal with architecture dependent issues.
As described in Figure 1 the NFS client is placed under the VFS layer (Virtual File System) which makes all file systems uniform. This provides the ability to access any file through the same interface and with same available features.
On Linux, NFS requests are generally based on pages or page-sized transfers, even for instance when writing a large amount of data (a big write is split into several requests) or reading a single directory entry (a whole page of directory entries is then fetched). However, NFS also benefits from the buffer-cache advantages, especially caching and read-ahead. Moreover, the NFS protocol tries to reduce the amount of small requests by opportunistically updating the metadata cache of the client (file attributes are updated by almost all requests concerning this file).
NFS servers are stateless. They are aware of what clients are doing only when processing their requests. But they do not maintain information about connections, open files and so on. Clients manipulate files using file handles associated to inodes on the server's side. NFS version 2 clients used to update local modifications into the server synchronously (write-through). As it implied an important performance bottleneck, NFS version 3 now defers this update (writeback). This requires the use of a new specific commit request when the client wants to ensure data has been written to disk and thus makes coherency more difficult to maintain across concurrent clients.
NFS provides an efficient way of distributing files in the case of repetitive and non-concurrent accesses, exemplified in the case of home directories. Concurrent write accesses may show a lack of coherency due to the redundancy of caches in clients and servers. On the other hand, non-repetitive access drastically increases the load of the server. This leads to the conclusion that NFS cannot fit high performance distributed file system which may be needed in a cluster environment where homogeneous nodes and highspeed networks are available.
Related Works
It has already been shown in the past that typical implementations of NFS have a heavy CPU usage. Either when using old servers with 100 Mbit/s Ethernet or when using more recent servers with Gigabit-Ethernet, the saturation of CPU and other internal resources occurs frequently before the maximum network capacity of the server is attained.
A number of systems have been proposed in the context of clusters or wider networks to manage input/output of files. Most of the time they address high-speed needs by parallelizing the work and striping data among different storage nodes. There are a number of open-source or commercial variants of these systems (PVFS [1] , GPFS [13] and Lustre [2] ), that may generally be used through the MPI-IO interface among others.
Our work is quite distinct from these efforts. It is closer to DAFS [7] which is based on emerging RDMA interconnects such as InfiniBand or VI to provide high performance remote data access. DAFS is composed of a user-level client that proposes a specific asynchronous API for an efficient usage of the underlying architecture. RDDP (Remote Direct Data Placement) is fully used to transfer data from clients to the server. An optimistic model based on remote exceptions through network interfaces allows clients to initiate data transfer [8] and thus reduces the server load.
We focus on a general-purpose remote file access service dedicated to scalability in terms of clients through low CPU usage with low latency through various specific implementation techniques. In theory, such a remote file access protocol and implementation might be used to access a server relying on a parallel file system, like the ones mentioned above, but this is not addressed in this paper.
Architecture of ORFA
Our system ORFA (Optimized Remote File-system Access) is a user-level implementation that roughly provides the functionality of NFS in terms of transparency for applications with performance similar to DAFS.
Work Hypotheses and Design Choices
Our main goal is to provide a high performance access to remote file system in high-speed local networks or clusters. While several projects include advanced caching and parallelizing protocols to reduce the server load and requests processing time, our idea is to first focus on performance in the case of non-repetitive access to data stored on a single server. Therefore, we are going to look for the fastest way to transmit requests to the server, and avoid using any cache in the client.
Future work may consist of adding a cache on the client's side or distributing workload and data across several servers. But these two ideas may be considered as issues independent from the study of the performance of remote file access as a point-to-point connection between client applications and the storage server.
Our work will benefit from cluster network message latency, which is small enough (less than 10 µs) so that we may access a remote file system with response time not too far from a local access that hit the cache. In case of a disk access, the network latency will be negligible compared to disk seek time. Cluster based architectures are also most of the time homogeneous. That is the reason why we avoid XDR-like layers whose important overhead [3] would have been a bottleneck in our model. In order to get a lightweight implementation avoiding useless overheads, we designed a user-level protocol. The ORFA architecture is summarized on Figure 2 .
ORFA General Overview
XFS
The ORFA client is a shared library that intercepts application calls and converts them into remote requests. Network communications between clients and the server are based on message passing with TCP or native Myrinet network API such as GM and BIP. The ORFA server may be a user program accessing its local file systems (as described in Figure 2 ) or implementing our custom memory file system ( Figure 3 ). This dedicated memory server was inspired from the Ext2 file system. It is based on dentries, inodes and blocks that are allocated in main memory through network specific functions (for instance gm_dma_malloc to avoid network registration troubles). The API was designed to fit the ORFA protocol so that incoming requests may be processed without any conversion.
This work is close to work done in implementations of DAFS, except that we do not take advantage of an advanced
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API, but focus on legacy applications. We provide in [5] a full description of ORFA design and implementation.
Network Protocol
User-level access to remote file system is based on the Unix file API, which uses file descriptors. Therefore, our network protocol is based on usual Unix calls (open, write, readdir, stat, etc). Remote files are manipulated through virtual file descriptors that correspond to real file descriptors on server's side (contrary to NFS servers, which are stateless, the ORFA server is not).
This implies that in our case the client cannot survive a server failure or reboot. This will result in a user-level error in the same way NFS clients get Stale File Handle errors. On the other hand, a client failure may leave unused open descriptors in the server. ORFA was designed assuming that these cases are rare in a cluster environment. This allows us to avoid several coherency troubles that occurs with stateless protocols, for example when unlinking an open file.
Actually these unreleased resources that may remain in the server after a client failure may be handled by detecting client termination. This has already been implemented in our TCP protocol. However such support in a connectionless protocol such as GM still requires some work.
Shared Library Client
Some other projects are not based on the usual file access API that legacy applications use. For example, DAFS introduces an original API that is assumed to fit the needs of the class of applications that uses it [7] . These applications have to be rewritten to use DAFS and take advantage of it.
In our case, on modern Unix systems, it is possible to avoid code modification and recompiling of legacy applications relying on POSIX I/O by using the LD_PRELOAD environment variable to force pre-loading of a shared library. Symbols of this library will be used instead of those of the standard libraries. This allows I/O interception and appropriate conversion into either remote file requests or local file requests.
The ORFA shared library transparently supports local file accesses by calling the original libc function, which is found using the dlfcn function of the dynamic linking library. Other projects generally use a copy of the original libc code to reproduce its behavior on local files, and thus cannot handle libc evolution, portability or compatibility with other libraries.
Moreover ORFA virtual descriptors keep POSIX behavior under specific functionalities such as exec and fork. This allows shell scripts or any applications (even multithreaded) to transparently manipulate remote files without being recompiled. Contrary to our user-level approach, such a complete support is usually done in most other projects with a kernel-level implementation which provides automatic support for all Unix functionalities.
Performance and Comparison
Test Platform
The test platform is composed of 24 dual-Xeon 2.6 GHz with 2 GB of RAM and PCI-X busses. These nodes are connected through a Myrinet 2000 network (200 MHz Lanai 9.3), which provides a 250 MB/s full-duplex bandwidth and a 7 µs one-way latency with Myricom GM driver.
The cluster runs Linux 2.4.20 kernels with NFSv3 kernel servers. Even if high performance hard drives are available in these nodes, we chose our working set in order to keep every data in the buffer-cache. It allows us to get more meaningful results by avoiding performance issues related to disks accesses on the server. NFS client caches were also emptied before each test.
One node has been dedicated to be alternatively a NFS or ORFA server while the remaining 23 nodes where running until 8 clients each. We removed the Fast-Ethernet network bottleneck by only running NFS on the IP layer of Myricom GM driver (marked as NFS/UDP/GM). ORFA is also able to use GM native Myrinet API. Therefore, we present ORFA performance on GM and TCP/GM.
Finally, some performance tests (ORFA/RAM) also show the case where the ORFA server accesses its custom memory file system. This allows to measure the overhead of system calls handling and data copying between user and kernel-space on the server's side.
Performance Evaluation Methodology
Several NFS benchmarks have been widely used and are known to be interesting performance measurement methods. For example, SPECsfs [15] has been used in [9] to explore NFS behavior in different network configurations. Some other work such as [6] are much more intrusive in order to find out NFS bottlenecks.
As ORFA uses a user-level access, its API was first designed to be similar to the Unix I/O API. That is the reason why its protocol is distinct from NFS protocol. Thus, it prevents us from benchmarks that are based on direct use of the NFS protocol rather than through the use of an application on top of a NFS client.
Some previous work such as the NFSstone benchmark [14] and [3] have studied NFS performance at userlevel. This provides real user performance but prevents from analyzing and tuning internal parameters.
We focussed on analyzing user-level performance by isolating different kinds of traffic, that are metadata and real data. This will show the advantages and inconvenients of NFS page-oriented protocol, which groups lots of metadata requests and splits data access in pages accesses. Therefore, we are going to present performance as quantities of processed data, that are throughput or files processing rate.
Non-repetitive access performance is presented to focus on what we see as an important point in a distributed file system for a cluster environment. NFS performance hitting the cache would obviously have been better since most requests are handled locally.
We chose to compare with NFS because it is the well known general purpose distributed file system. No DAFS implementation on Linux and Myrinet is currently available. Moreover, comparing to a cluster file system such as PVFS or GPFS would not make sense before ORFA is merged into such parallel system. This would only have shown that parallelizing and striping may increase performance while the point here is to study the performance of remote file access between one client and one server.
Data Access
4.3.1. Reading. Our first test is supposed to measure the throughput of the server when lots of clients are reading chunks of long files. This simply consists of opening huge remote files and sequentially reading it through big read requests. Results are shown in Figure 4 . NFS throughput does not vary when the chunk size increases. This is due to its inherent splitting into pages. The throughput remains far from the network capability (150 against 250 MB/s) even if 184 clients are simultaneously reading. being split into pages. The throughput varies with the chunk size. When reading 64 kB chunks, 90 % of the network bandwidth is used when using native GM API while ORFA on TCP/GM remains near NFS performance (it is difficult for TCP to efficiently use a high performance reliable network such as Myrinet). Thinking about the read request size that parallel computing applications may need, these results show that ORFA/GM may increase their read performance by more than 50 %.
Actually, we observed that ORFA is equivalent to NFS when reading about 8 kB per requests (2 pages). This may be due to NFS using read-ahead for the next page when reading the first one. In further work, we would need to compare these results with random access to data in order to evaluate the impact of read-ahead strategy.
Comparing native and memory file system shows the impact of reading file data from the buffer-cache in the server. The graph shows that hundreds of clients may saturate the disk server (even if all data was already in the buffer-cache), while a memory file system keeps maximal throughput by avoiding this copy.
Writing.
The next test studies the performance of write accesses through a similar sequential huge requests method. Figure 5 proves that ORFA gets same throughput (about 90 % of network bandwidth) when writing big chunks than when reading. NFS performance is about 30 % lower than its read performance. The memory file system does not increase performance because it does not avoid a copy when writing. The graph seems to show ORFA/GM saturation with 184 clients. The reason is that the server does not have enough available slots to post all GM receive buffers that are required. Thus, about one third of clients waste network bandwidth by sending chunk data that will not be received (GM control flow thus continuously resend them until received). Figure 6 shows the impact of concurrent read/write accesses. A pool of huge files is made available on the server. Each client opens several randomly chosen files and alternates between reading and writing huge chunks. Finally, each file is read and modified by several clients.
Concurrent Access.
The ORFA server is about five times faster than NFS to process such requests. This reveals the important overhead imposed by the NFS protocol when dealing with concurrency. You have to remember that we are using the NFSv3 Linux implementation. This revision introduced write-back caching in order to remove the performance bottleneck of the write-through in previous revisions. You may also note that our memory file system shows that the overhead needed to transfer data between userspace and the buffer-cache and process concurrent requests in the server VFS is an important limitation here too. The second test concerns a huge tree of small files (a few pages per file, about 10 000 files). We measured the time needed to scan each file of the tree (this includes recursively getting directory entries and then obtaining their statistics). Indeed, this evaluates how much small requests a server can handle.
Metadata and small requests
This test shows NFS benefits from directory pages manipulation. Moreover, the READDIRPLUS request of NFS protocol allows it to get lots of entries at once and their statistics at the same time [12] . The user-level ORFA protocol requires one readdir request and then one stat request for each directory entry. We estimate that ORFA needs about 32 requests of each type for each NFS READDIRPLUS. Thus, it seems that NFS makes up for its huge latency by benefiting from an efficient page oriented protocol. This is the reason why performance results on Figure 7 show that ORFA remains 40 % lower than NFS.
When optimizing ORFA to use read-ahead when getting directory entries (the client now gets several entries at once but still needs to get attributes for all of them later), ORFA may pass NFS (see the ORFA-DIR graph). This is coherent with Table 1 because NFS implies a huge request overhead (its protocol tries to minimize the amount of small requests to the server).
Moreover, Figure 8 shows that NFS almost looses its scanning performance when files are scanned and read. These files are a few pages long. Previous results (see Section 4.3) proved that ORFA and NFS have same performance when accessing such files.
Overhead
ORFA was designed to be a lightweight protocol. While the low CPU overhead required for the server to process a request may be deduced from previous benchmarks, Table 2 presents the impact of I/O calls interception by shared library on the client's side.
Access type
Base Cost ORFA Overhead Descriptor (fstat) 576 39 Path (stat) 1460 285 +7×pathlen +10×pathlen Interception has an almost negligible cost, except when a long path is used to precise the target file. This is due to the fact that the ORFA client has to parse this entire path to check whether it concerns a remote server or not. The slope of this overhead lead us to the conclusion that our parsing algorithm remains not as optimized as the VFS path lookup. Nevertheless, files are generally accessed through file descriptors.
The overhead we measured here only concerns the whole check for remote files. The remaining work is only composed of network communication, that is almost no overhead with Myrinet networks. Thus, the ORFA shared client overhead is very low.
0-7695-2132-0/04/$17.00 (C) 2004 IEEE Comparing to NFS may be difficult because its protocol cost is explicitly merged with overheads of VFS and RPC layers. Several results about this were published in [6] but may be out of date for now. Besides, the NFS protocol uses the network in a very specific way, especially because of its read-ahead and caching ability. Moreover, ORFA protocol moves the VFS cost to the server's side. These reasons make useless any comparison between overheads of ORFA and NFS without very intrusive benchmarks (modifying the NFS path in the Linux kernel).
Discussion
The graphs we presented show that ORFA may pass NFS performance when accessing large enough chunks of data. The reason is that NFS explicitely requires to split accesses into page-based requests. Actually, the bigger the chunks are, the better ORFA behaves. The read-ahead ability provided by the VFS layer allows NFS to access two pages at once. Showing random access performance instead of sequential access would have reduced its apparent performance.
The impact of an efficient usage of the native API of Myrinet networks over TCP/GM is clear. This API enhances bandwidth usage and reduces the latency while the client overhead becomes almost null. On the other hand, using a dedicated storage system in the server allows us to avoid several expensive kernel constraints which are useless in our case since only the ORFA server accesses these files. This also permits the implementation to fit network requirements and thus, to enhance efficiency.
It is noticeable that the NFS server we use is a kernel server. Such an implementation avoids the data copies between user and kernel space that a user server requires. There have not been interesting enhancements in NFS for clusters (even in the recent NFSv4 release) but several patches have been proposed to implement 0-copy TCP data transfer. These contribute to the reduction of the CPU workload of the server. Therefore, the NFS server we use does not require more memory copies than our memory server, and consequently, than our server that accesses usual file systems. Moreover, NFS work data was already loaded in the server buffer-cache. This proves that the performance gain is due to ORFA protocol and our custom memory file system, and not to NFS disk access.
We also experimented with several techniques to enhance our server by reducing its workload (sendfile) or improving its efficiency (through Linux AIO and epoll) but this will not be detailed in this paper.
On the client's side, the overhead of ORFA was described as very small. Actually, the client just transmits user requests on the network so that the main part of each file access is deported on the server's side. This absence of intelligence and caching on the client's side is the reason why ORFA suffers from small requests processing. The ORFA server has many more requests to process than a NFS server. However, the ORFA server remains scalable, even when concurrently accessing and modifying files, while the NFS server suffers from such a situation.
Perspectives
Dedicated File System in the Server
Our memory-based file system on the server's side gives almost always best performance with ORFA because of its user-level implementation, which reduces overhead and naturally removes some copies. This led us to the perspective of implementing (or porting) a real file system in userspace to get the performance gain that was shown with the memory-based prototype. The benefits resulting from avoiding kernel overhead and extra copies, and adapting the storage system to fit the ORFA protocol would be kept in such a persistent file system backed by a real disk partition rather than just memory.
Protocol and Architecture Enhancement
First performance measurements show that ORFA does not improve metadata processing due to its necessity to contact the server for almost all client I/O requests. Even if the network latency allows very fast request exchanging, the amount of work may be too large for the server.
Small optimizations already showed in Figure 7 that this might be enhanced by using read-ahead when getting directory entries. We are going to explore metadata caching in order to reduce the amount of metadata requests. The aim will be to find a compromise between the Unix API that ORFA already uses and the NFS protocol API.
We are now moving our ORFA client into the kernel in order to directly use the VFS protocol. Our goal is to keep the same model and thus performance for data access, while metadata access will be enhanced by using inode and dentry caches provided by the VFS. As expected, first evaluations show a drastic reduction of the amount of requests needed by ORFA for metadada processing and thus take full benefit from its very small request latency (as shown in Table 1 ).
Improving Cluster Network API
Cluster networks are not necessarily well adapted for remote file access because of their inherent traffic centralization. We are going to enhance our Myrinet interface BIP in order to support this kind of traffic and improve its scalability.
Other work will focus on reducing copy avoidance between storage and network. Transferring data directly from the buffer-cache to Myrinet networks through sendfile or even the opposite recvfile feature is currently in development in BIP. We may also handle O_DIRECT files by transferring data between the network interface and disks as OPIOM does [4] .
Finally, we are working on interoperability of cluster network API and Unix standard API. Cluster networks provide their own specific API to submit asynchronous requests or get events. We are trying to move GM and BIP API into the standard poll model in order to be able to use it in epoll and in the future unified I/O system, Linux AIO.
Conclusion
We exposed performance measurement for NFS and ORFA accesses with hundreds of clients. NFS benefits from VFS and buffer-cache optimizations to reduce the amount of small requests but has to split huge requests into pages. On the other hand, our lightweight access protocol increases huge requests performance by saturating the high performance network link of the server. However, its very small latency cannot hide its need to contact the server for each request. Nevertheless, our transparent user-level access supports almost all Unix functionalities allowing any applications to use it without being recompiled.
Directory handling tests also led us to the idea of looking for a compromise between our protocol and the protocol of NFS to reduce the amount of small requests and thus increase metadata access performance. A kernel implementation of ORFA is currently in development to explore this idea by relying on VFS caches for metadata, and by keeping ORFA data access performance.
ORFA already provides an efficient enough remote access to replace NFS for big clusters (its scalability in number of clients for a server allows more flexibility in the configuration of the system). It may be used for massively parallel applications which require big data movements and very few metadata requests, and where the total volume of I/O throughput may be handled by one node once the unnecessary overheads are removed. It also might be used as an underlying remote access protocol for leaf nodes in a distributed system, by linking them with storage nodes which implements the file system.
Software Availability
The ORFA implementation used in this paper is available for download from http://perso.ens-lyon. fr/brice.goglin/work.html.
